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Abstract— This paper presents a novel high-gain endfire slot
antenna array fed by air-substrate microstrip line. It has a
simple and compact structure consisting of a copper strip and
two copper sheets. Designed based on the slot antenna array,
the antenna could be embedded into a large metallic platform.
The surface wave above the antenna radiates the energy to free
space. Fed by the air-substrate microstrip line, the antenna works
on the TEM mode. Therefore, the antenna obtains a suitable
phase constant to realize stable endfire radiation pattern and
could be designed by a long structure to realize high endfire
gain. Because all of the antennas are designed by metal, it has
the characteristics of high strength, easy fabrication, and low
cost. With the radiating aperture of 3.5 wavelength, the antenna
achieves a measured endfire gain of 11.81 dBi. The measured
1 and 3 dB gain bandwidths reach 4.5% and 8.4%, respectively.
Good matching and stable endfire radiation pattern are obtained
over the entire operating band from 3.75 to 4.15 GHz.

Index Terms— Endfire, high endfire gain, platform embedded,
slot array.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, due to the growing demand on the applica-
tion of high-speed moving objects, the endfire antennas

mounted on a large conducting plane have been investi-
gated popularly. To decrease the aerodynamic drag, in the
open literature, the antennas aimed to realize low pro-
file [1]–[10] or even be platform embedded into a large
metallic platform [11], [12].

Comparing with the endfire antennas with the horizontal
polarization [13], the antennas with the vertical polarization
could be mounted on a conducting plane directly. Therefore,
most of the endfire antennas mounted on a large conducting
plane were designed with the vertical polarization. To realize
the low profile or to be platform embedded into a large
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metallic platform, the types of the radiating elements play a
very important role. Monopole [1]–[3], [14], monocone [4],
planar inverted-L antenna [5], half-mode cavity [6], half-mode
dielectric waveguide [7]–[11], and slot [12], [15]–[20] have
been widely used in endfire antennas.

For the monopole antenna, it needs the height of about
one-quarter wavelength to achieve resonant [14], which is too
high for the low-profile endfire antenna. Therefore, top-hat
monopole antenna and folded top-hat monopole antenna were
adopted in Yagi antenna [1] or log-periodic antennas [2], [3]
to realize low profile. Among them, the antenna in [3] was
designed with structurally conformal. Moreover, the antenna
in [3] could be platform embedded into a conducting cylinder.
However, the surrounding of the monopole antenna could
not be sheltered by metal; otherwise the performance of the
monopole antenna would be influenced seriously. Therefore,
the endfire antenna with the radiating element of monopole
antenna might make the structure of metallic platform com-
plex. Monocone antenna has wider bandwidth compared with
the monopole antenna. A Yagi antenna with the radiating
element of the monocone antenna was designed to realize
wideband [4]. Planar inverted-L antenna and half-mode cavity
have low-profile structure, and they were applied in leaky-
wave antenna [5] and Yagi antenna [6], respectively. However,
if the antennas in [4]–[6] are attempted to be embedded into a
metallic platform, they would have the similar problem as [3].

Half-mode dielectric waveguide is a continuous structure.
On the one hand, it could be one part of a radiating structure to
improve the bandwidth or the gain of the horn antennas [7], [8]
and the multiresonant patch antenna [9]. On the other hand,
it could be a radiating structure alone as the surface-wave
antennas [10], [11]. Up to now, it was found that among
the antenna radiated by the half-mode dielectric waveguide,
only the surface-wave antenna in [11] was designed to be
platform embedded into on a large metallic platform. The
antenna in [11] used a gradient dielectric slab, which gradually
became thinner along the propagation direction, to avoid the
shelter of the metallic platform. However, the antenna in [11]
has a large feed structure and a wide transverse dimension,
which leads to an incompact structure. Moreover, the antenna
in [11] is designed for the wideband application. The endfire
gain of the antenna is relatively low because only part of the
aperture is radiated at single-frequency point.
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Compared with the radiating elements mentioned earlier,
slot antennas are more suitable for platform embedded.
Because they could be designed on a conducting plane and the
feed structure could be embedded into the metallic platform.
Among the endfire antennas radiated by slots which have
been exhibited, there were two types of endfire antennas. One
type was the substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) leaky-wave
antennas with transverse slots [15]–[17], and the other type
was the cavity-backed slot antennas [12], [18]–[20]. The SIW
leaky-wave antennas could achieve endfire radiation pattern.
However, the antennas in [15]–[17] are designed for beam
scanning. The beam direction is sensitive to the frequency
because the antennas work on the TE10 mode. The cavity-
backed slot antennas in [12] and [18]–[20] are based on the
principle of Yagi antenna. However, they have only three
radiating elements leading to a sloping-upward beam and low
endfire gain.

Based on the analysis mentioned earlier, it is a great chal-
lenge to realize an endfire antenna embedded into a metallic
platform with high endfire gain and stable radiation pattern.
So in this paper, a novel high-gain endfire slot antenna array
fed by air-substrate microstrip line is proposed. The proposed
antenna has a simple and compact structure which consists of
one copper strip and two metal planes. Similar to the antenna
in [12], several slots are notched on a conducting plane as
the radiating aperture, and the feed structure is embedded into
a metallic platform. So the antenna is suitable for platform-
embedded application. However, the proposed antenna is fed
by an air-substrate microstrip line. Therefore, the proposed
antenna could be designed with a long structure and obtain
a moderate phase constant. Compared with the antenna in
[15]–[17], the proposed antenna could achieve a stable endfire
radiation over the entire operating band. Compared with the
antenna in [12] and [18]–[20], the proposed antenna could
realize a high endfire gain. Moreover, all of the proposed
antennas are designed by metal, so it has the characteristics
of high strength, easy fabrication, and low cost. Finally,
a simple prototype with the radiating aperture length of 3.5λ0
is fabricated to verify the new design method. The λ0 is the
wavelength at the center frequency of 4 GHz.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

This paper aims to design an endfire antenna for the
platform-embedded application. The endfire antenna should
achieve high endfire gain and stable endfire radiation pattern.
Meanwhile, the antenna should have a compact and all-metal
structure. To realize the antenna mentioned above, the antenna
is designed as a series-feed antenna. Because each radiating
element of the series-feed antenna could be designed to radiate
less energy [21], [22], compared with the other types of
antennas, the series-feed antenna arrays are suitable to realize
a long structure and a high gain with a relatively simple
structure.

A. Element Design

When the slot antenna is placed on an infinite ground plane,
the slot antenna has omnidirectional radiation pattern in the

Fig. 1. Evolvement of the proposed antenna element. (a) Slot antenna. (b)
Slot antenna with the half-open backed cavity. (c) Slot antenna with feed
structure.

upper hemisphere. Therefore, the slot antenna is suitable to
be designed as the radiating element of the endfire antenna.
To design a radiating element which could be applied in
the series-feed antenna and platform-embedded application,
the evolvement of the proposed antenna element is shown
in Fig. 1.

To begin with, as shown in Fig. 1(a), a slot is notched on a
conducting plane. The conducting plane is regarded as the top
plate in this paper. For the slot antenna in Fig. 1(a), it could
radiate the energy to both the upper and the lower hemispheres.

Then, to restrict the slot antenna only radiating on the upper
hemisphere, a half-open backed cavity is added under the
slot antenna, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Because the structure in
Fig. 1(b) is a part of a series-feed antenna array along the y-
axis, the backed cavity could be not closed totally. The half-
open backed cavity is formed by one bottom plate and two
side plates, which could be bent by a piece of copper sheet.
The length of the slot antenna is the same as the width of the
backed cavity, which is about 0.5λ0.

Finally, a copper strip is added, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The
copper strip and one of the side plates form an air-substrate
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Fig. 2. Vector electric current distribution of the proposed antenna element at
the center frequency of 4 GHz. Blue dashed line: electric current of microstrip
line on the side plate. Yellow dashed line: electric current of the slot antenna
on the top plate.

microstrip line, which is adopted to feed the slot antenna.
The half-open cavity and the microstrip line are considered
as a whole, which could be regarded as the feed structure of
the radiating element. For the structure in Fig. 1(c), the slot
antenna is designed on the top plate and the feed structure
could be embedded into the metallic platform.

The microstrip line feeds the energy to the slot antenna
by electrical current coupling. The vector electric current
distribution on the top plate and the side plates is plotted
in Fig. 2. When the microstrip line is fed, the electric current
on the side plate close to the copper strip is excited. The
electric current on the side plate is along the propagation
direction. When the slot antenna is resonant, electric current
surrounds the slot and parts of the electric current along the
propagation direction flows through the side plate. Because
the electric currents excited by the microstrip line and the slot
flow are along the same direction, the energy of the microstrip
line could be coupled by the slot antenna.

B. Endfire Array Design

Based on the proposed radiating element in Fig. 1(c), a slot
antenna array fed by air-substrate microstrip line is proposed.
The antenna is composed of a copper strip and two copper
sheets. One of the copper sheets is etched with several slots,
and it is regarded as the top plate, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
The other copper sheet is bended to form the half-open
backed cavity which consists of a bottom plate and two side
plates. The copper strip and the half-open backed cavity are
considered as a whole, which is regarded as the feed structure,
as shown in Fig. 3(b). The proposed antenna formed by the
top plate and feed structure is shown in Fig. 3(c). The detailed
dimensions of the antenna are given in Table I.

As shown in Fig. 3(a), there are 15 slots notched on the
top plate. The dimension of the top plate is about 0.8λ0 larger
than the bottom plate to imitate a big conducting plane. The
slot array forms the radiating aperture of the antenna with
the length of 3.5λ0. The distance between the two adjacent
slot antennas is 0.25λ0, which is a self-matching condition

Fig. 3. Configuration of the slot antenna array fed by air-substrate microstrip
line. (a) Top plate of the antenna. (b) Feed structure of the antenna. (c) Per-
spective view of the antenna.

TABLE I

DETAILED DIMENSION OF THE PROPOSED ANTENNA

because reflections from adjacent slots cancel each other out.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the width of the bottom plate and
the length of the slot antenna are the same. To make the slot
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Fig. 4. Normalized leakage constant and normalized phase constant of the
proposed antenna versus frequency.

antenna obtains a good radiation capability, the height of the
proposed antenna requires about 0.25λ0. The copper strip and
the one of the side plates form the air-substrate microstrip line.
The microstrip line is close to the top plate to feed the slot
array. Each slot antenna can couple part of the energy from
the microstrip line by coupling of electrical current.

However, the top plate and the half-open backed cavity
might form a waveguide which works on the TE10 mode. To
suppress the propagation of the TE10 mode, the width of the
half-open backed cavity is optimized to be less than 0.43λ0,
which makes the waveguide an evanescent one over the entire
operating band. By adjusting the width of the slots, the slot
array keeps resonant at the center frequency of 4 GHz.

C. Propagation and Radiation Performance

To evaluate the performance, the leakage constant and phase
constant of the antenna are presented. The normalized leakage
constant (α/k0) of the proposed antenna versus the frequency
is shown in Fig. 4. Around the center frequency, due to the
strong coupling between the slot array and the microstrip line,
more energy in the microstrip line is coupled by slot array
and then radiated to the free space, which leads to a higher
leakage constants. Fig. 4 also exhibits the normalized phase
constant (β/k0) of the proposed antenna versus the frequency.
As presented in [15], for the endfire antenna, the leaky mode
becomes small and the surface-wave mode is the dominant
mode. Therefore, to evaluate the radiation performance of the
antenna, the phase constant should be obtained from the energy
of the surface wave. Since the energy of the surface-wave
mode is mainly outside of the antenna, the phase constant
is sampled from the position above the top plate. As shown
in Fig. 4, with the frequency increasing, the phase constant
of the antenna is increasing gradually. However, the phase
constant of the antenna is still similar to the phase constant
of free space over the operating band from 3.75 to 4.15 GHz,
which indicates that the antenna could realize stable endfire
radiation.

The electric field magnitude distribution of the antenna
at the center frequency of 4 GHz is shown in Fig. 5. The
antenna is excited at the port 1. A reference plane is plotted

Fig. 5. Electric field magnitude distribution of the proposed antenna at the
center frequency of 4 GHz. (a) Reference plane on the proposed antenna,
which is the yoz plane through the reference line of AB. (b) Electric field
magnitude distribution on the reference plane.

in Fig. 5(a). It is the yoz plane through the reference line of
AB. The electric field magnitude distribution on the reference
plane is shown in Fig. 5(b). It is found that the slot array
is surrounded by the strong energy of electric field which
indicates that all the slot antennas contribute to the radiation.
The field distribution verifies that the slot array has a good
capability.

The simulated normalized radiation patterns of the E-plane
and the H-plane at different frequencies are presented
in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. As shown in Fig. 6(a), due
to the influence of the finite ground, the beam directions tilt
upward. The main beam directions at 3.85, 4, and 4.15 GHz
are 71°, 73°, and 77°, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6(b),
the half-power beam widths (HPBW) at 3.85, 4, and 4.15 GHz
are 39°, 35°, and 28°, respectively. From Fig. 6, all of the
front-to-back radios (FTBRs) at the three frequency points are
higher than 10 dB. The moderate beam direction, HPBW, and
FTBR verify the antenna having a good and stable endfire
radiation pattern over the entire operating bandwidth.

D. Parameter Optimization

The distance MT between the copper strip and the top
plate is adjusted to investigate the effect of the parameters
to the antenna. As shown in Fig. 7, when the distance is
adjusted, the level of the transmission coefficient and the center
frequency change at the same time. When the distance varies
from 1 to 4 mm, the minimum level of the transmission coef-
ficient is −12, −21.5, and −11 dB, respectively. The center
frequency of the antenna decreases from 4.05 to 3.95 GHz
with the distance increasing from 1 to 4 mm. From Fig. 7,
it is also found that the reflection coefficient has little change
when the distance between the copper strip and the top plate
is adjusted. Therefore, if the antenna is designed with a longer
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Fig. 6. Simulated normalized radiation patterns at different frequencies in
(a) E-plane (yoz plane) and (b) H-plane (xoy plane).

Fig. 7. Simulated S-parameters of the proposed antenna with different MT .

structure to realize a higher endfire gain, the distance MT is an
important parameter to keep the antenna maintaining a good
radiation capability.

Fig. 8. Simulated radiation patterns at the center frequency of 4 GHz in the
E-plane (yoz plane) with a different G D .

The radiation patterns of the antenna with different sizes
of the top plate at the center frequency are shown in Fig. 8.
The G D is the distance between the edge of the top plate
and the edge of the bottom plate, as shown in Fig. 3(a). With
the dimension of the top plate increasing, the beam direction
varies from 73° to 75°. At different dimensions of the top
plate, the values of the FTBR keep better than 20 dB and the
values of the endfire gain are almost unchanged. If the antenna
is designed with infinite ground plane, the beam direction is
endfire and the sidelobe is lower, as shown in Fig. 8. The
endfire gain of the antenna with infinite ground plane is about
6 dB higher than the antenna with finite ground plane.

III. FABRICATION AND MEASURED RESULTS

A prototype is fabricated and measured to provide a verifica-
tion of the new design method. Geometry of the corresponding
slot antenna array is shown in Fig. 9. The antenna is composed
of a copper strip, two copper sheets, and two coaxial lines.
The copper strip and the copper sheets are designed by
0.5 mm-thick line-cutting copper plates. One of the copper
sheets is bended to form the side plates and the bottom plate
of the antenna. The other copper sheet is notched 15 grooves
to form the top plate. As shown in Fig. 7, the position of the
copper strip has an effect on the performance of the proposed
antenna. However, the weight of the copper strip is light
because of the narrow-width structure. Therefore, the copper
strip could be fastened on the copper sheet easily. As presented
in Fig. 9(a), to fasten the copper strip tightly, the foam with
the height of 2 mm is under the copper strip as support, and a
wide tape is adopted to fasten the copper strip and foam on the
copper sheet stably. The copper strip and part of the copper
sheet realize an air-substrate microstrip line. The microstrip
line is connected to the coaxial lines on both ends. To mitigate
the effect of the discontinuities between the microstrip line
and the coaxial lines, isosceles trapezoid structures are added
between them. One side of the isosceles trapezoid structure
has the same width as the copper strip, which is 8 mm. The
other side of the isosceles trapezoid structure is with the width
of 6 mm. The antenna is excited at the port 1. The port
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Fig. 9. Fabricated prototype of the proposed antenna. (a) Feed structure of
the proposed antenna. (b) Whole proposed antenna.

Fig. 10. Simulated and measured S-parameters of the proposed antenna.

2 is terminated with a match load. The S-parameters were
measured using a N5071B vector network analyzer (300 kHz
to 9 GHz); the gains and radiation patterns were measured in
a far-field anechoic chamber.

The simulated results are based on the model shown
in Fig. 3(c). The simulated and measured S-parameters of
the antenna are shown in Fig. 10. Both the simulated and
measured S-parameters are lower than −10 dB, which indi-
cates that good matching is achieved over the operating band
from 3.75 to 4.15 GHz. The simulated and the measured
transmission magnitude are both the lower than −20 dB at
the frequency of 4 and 3.95 GHz, respectively. The low level
of the transmission coefficient indicates that the antenna has
a good radiation efficiency.

The simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns
of the E-plane and the H-plane are illustrated in Fig. 11. The
simulated and the measured radiation patterns are presented
at 4 and 3.95 GHz, respectively. As shown in Fig. 11(a),
due to the existence of the finite ground plane, the simulated
and measured radiation beam angle in the E-plane are about
17° and 19° away from the endfire direction, respectively.
In the H-plane, the HPBW of both the simulated and measured

Fig. 11. Simulated and measured normalized radiation patterns of the
proposed antenna in (a) E-plane (yoz plane) and (b) H-plane (xoy plane).
The simulated radiation patterns are presented with 4 GHz, and the measured
radiation patterns are presented with 3.95 GHz, respectively.

Fig. 12. Simulated and measured endfire gains of the proposed antenna.

radiated pattern is nearly 35° as presented in Fig. 11(b).
The antenna has a high level of FTBR and a low level
of cross polarization at the center frequency. The simulated
and measured FTBR are 32.5and 25 dB, respectively. The
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TABLE II

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE ENDFIRE ANTENNAS IN THE OPEN LITERATURE AND THE PROPOSED ANTENNA (NG: NOT GIVEN)

simulated and measured cross polarization are about 48 and
30 dB lower than co polarization. Therefore, a good endfire
radiation pattern is obtained by the proposed antenna.

Fig. 12 shows the simulated and measured endfire gains
of the antenna. The simulated endfire gain is better than
10 dBi from 3.87 to 4.15 GHz with the maximum value
of 12.04 dBi at the frequency of 4.05 GHz. The measured
endfire gain is better than 10 dBi from 3.84 to 4.11 GHz with
a maximum value of 11.81 dBi at the frequency of 4 GHz. The
simulated 1 and 3 dB gain bandwidths could reach 4.9% and
9.1%, respectively. The measured 1 and 3 dB gain bandwidths
could reach 4.5% and 8.4%, respectively. It is found that the
bandwidth of the proposed antenna is relatively narrow. The
bandwidth requires to be broaden in the future.

The slight difference between the simulated and measured
results may be attributed to the missing consideration about
the influence of the isosceles trapezoid structures, and the
fabrication and assembly errors. However, it still indicates that
good agreement between the simulated and measured results.

Table II presents a comparison between the endfire antennas
in the open literature and the proposed antenna. The dimension
of the antennas is calculated at the frequency where the anten-
nas obtain the maximum endfire gain. As shown in Table II,
compared with the endfire antennas ([5], [6], [9], [14]) which
have a high endfire gain, the proposed antenna also has a
high endfire gain. Meanwhile, the proposed antenna could be
embedded into a metallic platform. Compared with the endfire
antennas ([3], [11], [18], [20]) which could be applied in the
platform-embedded applications, the proposed antenna has a
narrower width, a higher endfire gain, and a higher strength.

Therefore, compared with the endfire antennas in the open
literature, the most important advantages of the proposed
antenna are high endfire gain, platform-embedded applica-
tions, and high strength. Moreover, the proposed antenna also
has the advantages of stable endfire radiation pattern, easy
fabrication, and low cost.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel high-gain endfire slot antenna
array fed by air-substrate microstrip line. The advantages of
the antenna are listed as follows.

1) The antenna is designed on a conducting plane and the
feed structure is embedded under the metallic platform.

The structure could be easily integrated to platform-
embedded applications.

2) The microstrip line with air media, which works on the
TEM mode, has the required endfire phase constant and
generates a stable endfire radiation pattern.

3) The antenna is a series-feed antenna, so it could be
designed with a longer structure to realize a high endfire
gain.

4) The antenna is designed as an all-metal structure, which
has the characteristic of high strength, easy fabrication,
and low cost.

Therefore, the antenna is suitable to be employed on applica-
tions of high-speed moving objects, such as aircraft, unmanned
aerial vehicle, and missile.
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